
Financial markets have been rattled this past year. Caught 
between an avalanche of tweets, dueling tariffs and 
rancorous media, reality has been difficult to discern. 
Where can one find solid footing and a clear view through 
the fog of uncertainties?

A review of current conditions in light of past history 
illumines some important perspectives. What remains 
a near-surety is that trends and events will remain 
unconventional … and therefore will be broadly 
unanticipated by most. Moreover, what one may identify 
to be a negative development possibly will not have 
repercussions for a long time. 

The “real” reality is that world economic trends have changed fundamentally and structurally. It is a new era, one 
that is not yet popularly understood. At its core, the causality of this new environment is attributable to deteriorating 
demographic factors around the world. The halcyon post-WWII era (which still tends to be viewed as a benchmark for 
expected market behavior) was ending at the turn of the century. In that sense, the history of financial precedents is 
no longer helpful for the most part. We now live in what could be called the “Hokey-Pokey Era” (for lack of a better 
term). It is marked by a “pokey” economy — namely, structurally-low economic growth for quite some time; and 
the “hokey” responses of policymakers — these being “on-the-fly” and heterodox interventions.

That said, 2018 represented a temporary disruption of that “pokey” course. A politically motivated U.S. tax cut 
temporarily boosted economic growth to unsustainable levels. Already, the fizz of this stimulus is turning flat. Very 
likely, U.S. growth forecasts of 2.8% growth for 2019 are likely to be disappointed. Nevertheless, we do not believe 
that this would be disastrous. Slow growth is again returning to the world (this ultimately leading to much lower 
interest rates). While that view may disappoint some observers, consider that for much of the post-GFC period, GDP 
growth of 2% was adequate to support rising stock markets (and, for some time, also a decline in interest rates). 
This ushered in a “Goldilocks” environment” where growth was not too strong to spark inflation and not too slow 
to prevent continuing corporate profit growth. We believe that once the anticipatory adjustments have taken place, 
equities are likely to perform favorably.

After outperforming in 2017, European equities succumbed to weakness relative to U.S. equities this past year. With 
an economic slowdown underway, investors have now concluded that there is nary a catalyst in sight that could 
spur an up-tick in growth. But, this view is likely wrong. It is now Europe’s turn to boost fiscal stimulus. Already, 
increased government spending has been promised in France and Italy. And, not to be overlooked is that in the 
present age of the “near extinct” budget surplus, some of the largest survivors in the world are found in Europe 
(Germany, Netherlands, Sweden). As it may be, in this Hokey-Pokey Era, the piling on of more government debt is 
not an immediate concern. We continue to carry an overweight in European equities.

A continuance of the above-mentioned trends, we anticipate, will be constructive for emerging market (EM) securities. 
Though the world’s economic pace is slowing, comparatively, EM growth rates are much higher than the developed 
world … especially so, given that other senior economies such as Japan and Europe are trending to “structural zero 
growth.” At this time EM valuations are very low due to negative consensus growth expectations and global trade 
tensions. In all practicality, it seems implausible that policy makers and world leaders will allow a crippling of world 
trade. Economic damage to date is already significant; this clearly visible in the U.S. domestically as well as in China’s 
dramatic trade shifts. As such, we anticipate a rational “de-weaponizing” of the trade wars and remain overweight 
in selected emerging markets.
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Cash and Currencies
Cash levels are slightly below benchmark 
levels. The US dollar appears increasingly 
vulnerable given its structural 
overvaluation, concentrated investor 
positioning and fading monetary policy 
tailwinds. These risks give additional 
merit to our partial hedge on US dollar-
denominated asset class exposures, as 
well as our overweight positioning in 
emerging market currencies.

Global Equities
Equity weights have been modestly 
increased in all regions of the world. 
However, regional preferences remain. 
U.S. equities stay underweight. Otherwise, 
portfolios remain tilted towards much 
more attractively priced stocks outside 
of North America. We expect that lower 
interest rates and reflation (including 
rising fiscal stimulus) will provide a boost 
to European and Japanese economies 
in 2019. Allocations to emerging market 
stocks in particular are substantially 
overweight as we expect a number of EM 
headwinds to reverse. High US interest 
rates and a rising US dollar (both of which 
strain EM solvency) are unlikely to persist. 

Global Fixed Income
Fixed income exposure has been reduced 
marginally, as this class has already 
registered good returns as interest 
rates have fallen as of late. A reduction 
was made in the position of 7-10 year 
U.S. treasury bonds. As central banks in 
Europe and Japan gradually transition 
towards removing monetary stimulus, 
client portfolios remain underweight 
and have short duration in these regions.

Opportunity Investment 
Highlights
Due to market downturns, some 
assets again appear attractive. As such, 
this quarter we have added back an 
investment in floating senior leveraged 
loans. Leveraged loan yields are very 
attractive. The floating rate feature of 
US senior loans helps insulate client 
portfolios against rising rates and 
bolsters yield. Other assets added 
were Mexican equities; a modest stake 
in oil producers; and a global robotics 
and artificial intelligence ETF. Cash for 
these and other new purchases were 
sourced from the sale of EAFE small 
cap equities and senior gold miners.  


